A HOUSING DESIGN AUDIT FOR ENGLAND
Findings & Recommendations

With the drive to deliver more homes across
the country has come a loud call for those
developments to be of a high standard
of design in order to deliver high quality,
liveable and sustainable environments
for residents. Research has consistently
shown that high quality design makes new
residential developments more acceptable to
local communities and delivers huge value to
all.
Housing design audits represent systematic
approaches to assess the design quality
of the external residential environment.
This new audit evaluates the design of
142 large-scale housing-led development
projects across England against seventeen
design considerations. It provides enough
data for comparisons to be made regionally
and against the results of previous housing
design audits conducted over a decade ago.
It establishes a new baseline from which to
measure progress on housing design quality
in the future.
Whilst some limited progress has been
made in some regions, overwhelmingly the
message is that the design of new housing
environments in England are ‘mediocre’ or
‘poor’. Collectively, we need to significantly
raise our game if we are to create the sorts
of places that future generations will feel
proud to call home.
Based on the design audit and correlations
with data on market, contextual and design
governance factors, a number of conclusions
were drawn. These concern the type of
housing that is being delivered, what is going
right and wrong, and why there is such a
variation in practice across the country.
Drawing from the findings it is possible
to make a number of recommendations
for Government, Industry and Local
Government.
The nineteen key findings and eighteen
recommendations from the study are
summarised on the following pages.
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WHAT ARE WE DELIVERING?
A small improvement

There has been a small overall improvement in housing design quality nationally since the
last audits that were conducted between 2004 and 20071

But new housing design is overwhelmingly ‘mediocre’ or ‘poor’

Because the improvement is from a low base, today the design of new housing
developments are still overwhelmingly ‘mediocre’ or ‘poor’ (three quarters of the audited
projects).

Many schemes should have been refused

One in five of the audited schemes should have been refused planning permission outright.
The design of many others should have been improved before relevant permissions were
granted.

The potential exists for good design everywhere

The wide distribution of ‘good’ and ‘poor’ scores across the country shows that it is clearly
possible to deliver high quality housing environments (and substandard ones) right across
the country.

Very patchy practice

Regionally the picture is patchy. The most improved region was the West Midlands, with the
South East and Greater London (the best performing region) also showing very significant
improvements. If these three best performing regions are stripped out, then the small
national gain largely disappears. The East Midlands and South West scored least well, and
significantly lower than the English average.



Resident satisfaction contrasts with community dissatisfaction

Whilst new residents are generally happy with the environments around their new homes,
this contrasts strongly with the views of local communities (as represented by their local
councillors) who regret what they see as too much overdevelopment and a loss of local
character. Both residents and communities see a negative impact from unduly car and roads
dominated environments.

1 The previous audits reviewed housing schemes built between 2001 and 2006, following which, until 2011, there was a strong national push to
improve the quality of new housing design (see 2.1). One explanation for the small improvement is an ongoing legacy from that period.
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WHAT ARE WE GETTING
RIGHT AND WRONG?
Designing for safety and security 

Of the seventeen design considerations, designing for safety and security faired best,
suggesting that the Secured by design parameters of recent decades have been successfully
mainstreamed across much of the country.

A variety of housing types 

Most of the schemes assessed – even those scoring predominantly in the poor and very poor
categories – tended to provide a range of housing types, both physically in their size and design
and with a well integrated mix of tenures.

Highways, bins and parking 

The least successful design elements nationally relate to overly engineered highways
infrastructure and the poor integration of storage, bins and car parking. These problems
led to unattractive and unfriendly environments dominated by large areas of hard surfaces
(tarmac or brick paviours), parked cars and bins.

Character and sense of place 

Low-scoring schemes performed especially poorly in the categories of the architectural
response to the context and establishing a positive new character for development.
Developments often had little distinguishing personality or ‘sense of place’, with public, open
and play spaces being both poorly designed and located for social interaction. Housing units are
frequently of an obviously standard type with little attempt to create something distinctive.

Streets, connections and amenities 

Some design considerations were marked by a broad variation in practice nationally. These
include how well streets are defined by houses and the designed landscape, and whether
streets connect up together and with their surroundings. Also whether developments are
pedestrian, cycle and public transport friendly and conveniently served by local facilities and
amenities.

Walkability and car-dependence 

The combination of the preceding factors influence how ‘walkable’ or car-dependent
developments are likely to be. Many developments are failing in this regard with likely
negative health, social and environmental implications.

Environmental impacts 

Whilst the majority of schemes are achieving the basic minimum energy efficiency
requirements set out in legislation2, significant numbers are still falling below. This, combined
with the known and persistent performance gap between ‘designed’ and ‘as built’ energy
performance in new homes and the failure to deliver a green and bio-diverse landscape in
many projects, amounts to a sub-standard response to the environmental challenges we face.

2 Recognised as too low by Government in their proposals for a far more ambitious Future Homes Standard to cut carbon emissions.
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WHY SUCH A VARIATION
IN PRACTICE?
Less-affluent communities get worse design

In every region better designed schemes achieve higher sales values amounting to a 75% uplift
nationally (and poorly designed schemes lower values). But there is a continued trend (by a
factor of ten) towards delivering sub-standard design outcomes for less affluent communities.

Better design can be afforded, but we don’t do it

Standard housebuilding development models undoubtedly make it easier to invest in better
design when development values are higher. But just because values are low, does not mean
that good design cannot be afforded. The cost factors separating ‘good’ from ‘poor’ design are
likely to be a relatively small proportion of total development value (across all markets) and
low value locations may anyway show a higher return on investment and be more profitable
to develop given the lower cost of land. Indeed, a minority of schemes with low market value
buck the trend and achieve ‘good’ and ‘very good’ design outcomes whilst high value schemes
sometimes deliver only ‘mediocre’ or ‘poor’ design results.

Large developers are inconsistent

Design audit scores for most large developers vary right across the audit scale. The practices,
priorities and inconsistencies within and between housebuilders are very significant with regard to
the quality of housing developments that are being realised.

We are not good at building at lower densities and on greenfields

Audited design outcomes scored progressively more poorly as projects moved away from
the urban core and reduced in density, and if they were built on greenfield, as opposed
to brownfield, sites. The additional constraints imposed by a stronger pre-existing urban
context – often with existing infrastructure, heritage and natural assets, and a street
network to plug into – encourage a more sensitive design response.

Inconsistent use of proactive site-specific design governance

To achieve ‘good’ or ‘very good’ outcomes requires more than a passive check against a generic
checklist of design principles; it requires a proactive and site-specific process of guidance and
accompanying peer review. The most effective design governance tools are design codes and
design review but they are used far less than other more generic approaches.

Poor design is getting through on appeal

If housing numbers have not been met locally then the audit revealed some evidence that poor
design is being approved on appeal. This fatally undermines the Government’s own policy on
design in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). It sends a message that design quality
does not matter.
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FOR HOUSEBUILDERS
A big leap needs to be made

Whilst a small overall improvement in the design of external residential environments was
detected, this comes from a low base and is very patchy: geographically, between different
housebuilders, and even across the regional operations of individual housebuilders. The vital
importance of good design to the industry as a whole with regard to the building of a positive
reputation, encouraging acceptance of new housing locally, and easing the path towards
regulatory permissions, has still not been accepted. From small scale easy wins, like dealing
adequately with bin storage, to more complex challenges, such as injecting character into
streets and making them walkable, a big leap needs to be made to higher quality design by
the industry as a whole.

A new ethical approach to design

The largest housebuilders should set the ethical standards for the industry at large. They are
building developments which will have profound impacts for many decades, on the places
and communities they help to shape, on the social wellbeing and health outcomes of their
customers and future occupants, and on the environment at large. The negative impacts
of poor design are well known and understood. A responsible and ethical approach for
housebuilders is to seek net gains on all these fronts.

Invest in an internal design infrastructure

Housebuilders should invest in their own internal design governance teams and processes in
order to set higher ambitions for design in whichever sub-market they are building for. Large
housebuilders should consider mechanisms for internal learning and coordination on design,
notably for bringing all their regional operations and subsidiaries up to the standards of the
best.

Resident satisfaction should not be taken as a sign that all is OK

The emotional investment in a new home masks the downsides of poor design for residents.
In particular lower density suburban and rural schemes are failing to exploit the space and
landscape advantages of their contexts. These reflect potential qualities that new residents
strongly value and reveal the need for a greater focus on designing well in low density
locations.

Examine the economics of housing design

The factors impacting on design and their economic implications for viability are poorly
understood and opaque. The industry, in partnership with others, should commission and
publish research into the economics of housing design in order that design decision-making
can be better understood.
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FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES
(PLANNING AND HIGHWAYS)
Set very clear aspirations for sites (in advance):

All design governance tools help to deliver better design outcomes and it is far better to use
them than not. However, the use of proactive tools that encompass design aspirations for
specific sites – notably design codes – are the most effective means to positively influence
design quality. Such tools give greater certainty for housebuilders and communities, but their
use and the sorts of design ambitions that they will espouse should be made clear in policy,
well in advance of sites coming forward for development.

Design review for all major housing schemes

Local authorities should themselves establish or externally commission a design review panel
as a chargeable service and all major housing projects should be subject to a programme of
design review. Advice on how to do this can be found in Reviewing Design Review .
4

Deal once and for all with the highways / planning disconnect

Highways authorities should take responsibility for their part in creating positive streets and
places, not simply roads and infrastructure. Highways design and adoption functions should
work in a wholly integrated manner with planning (development management), perhaps
through the establishment of multi-disciplinary urban design teams (across authorities in two
tier areas), and by involving highways authorities in the commissioning of design review.

Refuse sub-standard schemes on design grounds

The NPPF is very clear in its advice that “good design is a key aspect of sustainable
development”. Consequently ‘poor’ and even ‘mediocre’ design is not sustainable and
falls foul of the NPPF’s ‘Presumption in favour of sustainable development’. Local planning
authorities need to have the courage of their convictions and set clear local aspirations by
refusing schemes that do not meet their published design standards.

Consider the parts and the whole when delivering quality

Some well designed large schemes are being undermined by a failure to give reserved
matters applications adequate scrutiny or through poor phasing strategies resulting in the
delivery of disconnected parcels of residential only development. Delivery of design quality
requires both the whole and the parts to be properly scrutinised by local planning authorities
at all stages during the design and delivery process.

4 Reviewing Design Review in London http://placealliance.org.uk/research/design-review/
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FOR GOVERNMENT
Be more prescriptive on density

The clear benefits of designing at higher (not high) densities is apparent. The best schemes
averaged 56 dwellings / hectare, approaching double the current national average of 31
dwellings / hectare3. Instead the current national average for density is almost exactly the
average density of schemes scoring ‘poor’ in the audit (32 dwellings / hectare). Government
should be more prescriptive in seeking more urban densities (compatible with other
contextual factors) in the NPPF, densities of at least 50dph that are able to support public
transport, and a mix of uses and local facilities.

Seek to spread learning from the best practice and publicise it

Work with the industry to seek out, and proactively showcase good design by volume
housebuilders, for example through online case studies and dedicated national housing
design guidance (covering matters from detail design e.g. the design of bins and storage to
strategic urban design concerns relating to the location and connectivity of housing).

Understand design in less affluent contexts

Commission research into delivering design quality in less affluent areas, including on how
standard housing units can be used in more creative ways to deliver distinctive places,
and how local authorities can become more engaged in delivery through public / private
partnerships or other means.

Issue guidance on the design of parking

How parking is handled can make or break the design of residential environments. National
research on the successful integration of parking across different densities should be
commissioned as the basis for guidance to be adopted on the subject nationally and locally.

Publicise the rejection at appeal of poor quality schemes

More forcefully advise the Planning Inspectorate to reject schemes that do not live up the
design aspirations as set out in the NPPF – regardless of whether local housing targets have
been met or not – and publicise these decisions.

Require a place-first approach to highways design

Highways authorities should be required to take a ‘place first’ approach when dealing with
the design and adoption of highways. This could begin by requiring highways authorities to
adopt the Manual for Streets or an equivalent place-focussed guidance on highways design
and by issuing national guidance on what it is reasonable to charge for adopting trees and
other landscape elements.

3 L and use change statistics 2017/18, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/805435/Land_Use_Change_Statistics_England_2017-18.pdf
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Continue to audit progress

A Housing Design Audit for England provides a new baseline from which to measure progress
on the design of housing, but the Place Alliance will struggle to repeat the exercise given the
resource implications and the reliance on voluntary input. The Government has a duty to
monitor the design quality of the residential sector and should fund its own repeat audit no
later than 2024.

Audit small housebuilders and social housebuilders

A Housing Design Audit for England has focussed on the products of the large volume
housebuilders. The work of other key sectors has been omitted but could valuably provide
the basis for other follow up audits.
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Seventeen design considerations were audited across four categories:

ENVIRONMENT & COMMUNITY

1. Community facilities - Does the development provide (or is it close to)
community facilities, such as a school, parks, play areas, shops, pubs or
cafés?
2. Housing types - Is there a mix of housing types to meet varied local needs?
3. Public transport - Does the development have easy access to public
transport?
4. Environmental impact - Does the development have a low environmental
impact?

PLACE CHARACTER

5. Architectural response - Is the design specific to the scheme and
responsive to the locality?
6. Existing and new landscape - Does the scheme exploit existing landscape
or topography and create a new bio-diverse landscape?
7. Character of the development - Does the scheme feel like a place with a
distinctive character?
8. Street legibility - Do the buildings and layout make it easy to find your way
around?
9. Street definition - Are streets defined by a well-structured building layout?

STREETS, PARKING AND PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE

10. Highway design - Does the building layout take priority over the road, so
that highways do not dominate?
11. Car parking - Is the car parking well integrated and situated, so it supports
the street scene?
12. Pedestrian and cycle friendly - Are the streets pedestrian and cycle
friendly?
13. Connectivity within the developments and with the surrounding
developments - Does the street layout connect up internally and integrate
with existing streets, paths and surrounding development?
14. Safety and security - Are open spaces, play areas and streets overlooked
and do they feel safe?

DETAILED DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

15. Public, open and play spaces - Are public, open and play spaces well
designed and do they have suitable management arrangements in place?
16. Architectural quality - Do the buildings exhibit architectural quality?
17. Storage and bins - Are storage spaces well designed and do they integrate
well within the development?
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